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MT 103 . VECTOR ALGEBRA AND CLASSICAL MECHANICS I

Answer all Questions Time: Three hours

1. Define the terms coli,near vectors and coplanar vectors.

(a) Prove the following:

i. the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other,

ii. if a,0 and g are non-coplanar vectors then ra + Ah+ zc : 0 implies

I:A:z:4,

(b) Let g, g and r are three non-null vectors such that f - @-Ag) : aq and p.Q : 0,

where a is a scalar. Show that

?:g^ffianda:ffi
(c) Find an equation of plane aeter*irred by the Oo*, P1(2,-!,1, ), &(3, 2,*1)

and P3(-1,3,2).

2. Define the terms d,i,aergence and curl of the vector fieid F.

(a) If F: F(x,y,z) is a vector function and @ :6tr,y,z) is a scalar function.

Prove that

curl(@F) : /curlF * gradd n F.

Hence show that

curl(t/V/) : -curt(dVd).
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(b) Prove the foilowing:

i. if a and ! are irrotational vectors, then o A ! is a solenoidal vector,

ii. ifg Adr * 0, then i: constant.

(c) Let r : nL+ gi+ ak and lCl : " 
. Show that:

i. div(r"s) : (n, * 3)r',

ii. aiv(4) : o,

iii. V2(r") : n(n * 3)r"-zi.

3. State the Stoke's theorem and, d,i'uergence theorem.

If ^9 
is any open surface bounded by a simple closed curve C and B is any

vector then prove that

$ oonl: [ [unv) ^B 
ds.

Jc - J Js

Varify tbe Stokets theorem for F : (x2 * u - 4)L+ Snai* (2rz + z2)k, ,5 is

an upper half of the sphere cz + A2 * z2 :16 and C is it's boundary.

Evaluate [ [ X"' - uz)z- 2n2a!-+ Zfu]'nd,sby using divergence theorem,where
J Js"

,S denotes the surface of a cube bounded by the coordinate planes and the

planes g : A: z: a;

4. A particle moves in a plane with the velocity o and the tangent to the path of the

particle makes an angle r/ with a fixed line in the plane. \trfrry t.!u 
leloc*V 

uoa

acceleration components of the particle in intrinsic coordinate. Using these, show

that the components of acceleration along the tangent and perpendicular to it are

given by ofrunat'# respectively.

A smooth wire in the form ofan-arc of a cycloid s :  asinrfl is fixed in a vertical

plane with the vertex downwards and the tangent at the vertex is horizontal. A

small bead of ma,ss ?rl is threaded on the wire and is projected from the vertex with

speed { Ffr1. If the resistance of the medium in which the motion take place is

maz f 8a, when the speed ie u then show that the bead comes to instantaneous rest

(u)

(b)

(c)

at a cusp {E : r 12) a,nd ieturns to the starting point with speed 1/8ag(L - ze-r).



of the particle above the ocis is m,yffigw and the velocity is 1ffiaf,y'.

F(t) : *U)* + uodm=(t) ."dt - dt 
"

with initial mass M is fired upwards. Matter is ejected with relative velocity

w at a constant tat'e leM, where k is a const ant. M' is the mass of the rocket without
fuel. Neglecting air resistance and variation in gravitational attraction, show that
the greatest velocity is given by

the greatest height reached is,

'=a('l #)'.

r".Show also that the reaction between the surface and the particle when the particle

'.atz-p is

:1

lpith usual notations, obtain the equation of motion of a rocket of varying mass in

form

a*. lsWf;*g

)

fft 
o*a** that rhe motion is possible t fi (zn- #) > /(.), where .\ is a consranr.

With usual notations, discuss the motion of a pa,rticle on a smooth surface of revo-

lution z: f (r) whose a:<is is verticle;

A particle of mass rn moves on a smooth inner surface of a paraboloid of revolution

12 : 4az whose axis is vertical and vertex downwards, the path of the particle lies

between the horizontal circle at z :p a,nd z : e.Show that the angula^r momentum
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